Marine-Human Relations and the Social Humanities –
Inter- and Transdisciplinary Encounters

© Brett Sayles

Agenda Social Science & Humanities KDM Strategy Group Autumn Meeting from 3-4 November, 2022
Leibniz Centre for Tropical Marine Research (ZMT), Fahrenheitstr. 6, 28359 Bremen

Thursday, 3 November 2022

13.30 Welcome & News from Social Science & Humanities KDM Strategy Group (Tanja Bogusz, Annegret Kuhn & Achim Schlüter)

14.00 Presentations and discussions

BLUE ECONOMY

Andrea Quirino Steiner: “Do concepts of land apply in the sea? A perspective on land grabbing, ocean grabbing and blue justice”

Irit Ittner: “Gas extraction in the German North Sea? Participation processes, political dynamics and counter-arguments”

PARALLEL SESSION: BIODIVERSITY

Anne Wessendorf: “The change in human perception of nature and animals by the example of the Saimaa ringed-seal in Finland”
Agnes Amaral et al.: “Ocean governance from the margins: a comparative analysis of Marine Protected Areas in Northeastern Brazil”

15.15 Break

15.30 Presentations and discussions

(INTERNATIONAL) MARITIME POLICY

Merdeka Saputra: “Governing the seabed as a rhizome: material challenges for the undersea network in Indonesia”

Geronimo Gussmann: “Politics around an eroding natural barrier at the Schlei estuary”

PARALLEL SESSION: CLIMATE CHANGE

Ashim Kumar Saha: “Climate change impact on vulnerability for the people affected by leprosy in disaster period: A cross sectional study”

Dr. Laura McAdam-Otto: “Algae Behind the Scenes: The Changing Role of Academics in the Context of Climate Change and Environmental Protection in the Mexican Caribbean”

16:45 Break

17:00 Panel-Discussion: Marine Social Sciences meets Marine Natural Sciences
with: Marie Fujitani (ZMT Bremen) and Natascha Oppelt (Kiel University)

18.00 Joint Guided-Tour in the MAREE (leibniz-zmt.de)

19.00 Joint Dinner “Haus am Walde”

Friday, 4 November 2022

09.00-09.15 Arrival / Good mornings

09.15-12.30 Presentations and discussions (in-between break)

INTERDISCIPLINARY COOPERATION

Nane Pelke: „Hot topics in the Marine Social Sciences: A bibliometric analysis”

Ramona Haegele: “Follow the scientists: Knowledge production processes on a research vessel viewed through a material-discursive lens”

Sven Bergmann: “Dealing with uncertainty and unpredictability in inter- and transdisciplinary marine Research”

BREAK

TRANS DISCIPLINARY COOPERATION

Andrea Franke et al.: “The potential for, and challenges of, transdisciplinary research & real-world laboratories for building towards ocean solutions”
Barz, Fanny und Lasner Tobias: „Tomorrow Fisheries – Lessons learnt from the Thünen-Future Workshop Coastal Fisheries 2045”

Andreas Kannen et al.: “Using the BowTie Risk Analysis Approach for participative Assessment of Coastal and Marine Development Risks”

PARALLEL POSTER SESSION

Katelene Delgado: “Ex-post evaluation of fishery policy interventions on marine fisheries management and stock recovery, in northern Cabo Verde” (BLUE ECONOMY)

Sharlene Fechter: “What are Stakeholders’ Interests in the Weddell Sea, Antarctica? An Analysis with Focus on the CCAMLR Marine Protected Area Proposal” (MARITIME POLICY)

12:30: Discussion on position paper of the Strategy group

13:00: Conclusion and Outlook into planned activities of the Strategy Group in 2023

13:30 End of the Meeting

Please register by sending a brief confirmation of your participation to: annegret.kuhn@ceos.uni-kiel.de until October 31st, 2022 latest.

We warmly welcome members of the other KDM strategy groups as well as all interested marine scientists.